LARRY WILLIAMS BIOGRAPHICAL DATA

Larry R. Williams
»

Born:
October 6, 1942, Miles City, Montana
Hometown:
Billings
Parents: R. S. Williams
Sylva Brurs Williams

Education:

Age:

35 years

Billings Senior High School/* 1960
University of Oregon, 1964
(BS, Journalism)

Wife:
Carla Swenson Williams, born in Bozeman
Home Address:
191 Somerset Drive, Kalispell, Montana 59901
OCCUPATIONAL-PROFESSIONAL ACCOMPLISHMENTS
Private businessperson from 1967 to date

Publisher of Professional Timing Service, an investment advisory
letter
Founder of Commodity Timing, a commodity advisory service
Previously owned A^ceJ^s^Restaurant, Missoula, Montana
World famous lecturer, including the London Financial Times
Commodity Conference t Beruit Commodity Seminars, etc.
PUBLICATIONS

Books:

The Secret of Selecting Stocks
How I made $1,000,000 Trading Commodities, Last Year
How Seasonal Factors Influence Commodity Prices

Articles:

Numerous, in commodity publications and stocks and
commodity market books.

WHY IS LARRY WILLIAMS RUNNING?

Larry has been frustrated, upset and angered over what has been
happening in this country.
»

With commodity prices so low the average farmer can't make a
living off his own land, the cost of money so high few can
afford to borrow, most of us are, like Larry, angered and
frustrated.
But Larry is tired of getting mad.
This time he wants to get
involved in helping to turn this great country around.
It is his opinion that we can get the country moving forward
again, that we can all realize our visions of freedom from excessive government regulations, inflation and taxation.
As Larry sees it, government has been part of the problem, not
part of the solution and he wants to be part of changing that.
When government tries to solve problems with money, not ideas
and talent, while at the same time passing hundreds of new laws
that restrict our freedom it is time for him to make a major
commitment.
Larry is not running because he needs a job or wants a life of
politics...he is running because he is concerned and committed
to seeing things get better.
Some say PICKUP
Some say that to run for public office you must have the "right"
qualifications such as being a lawyer, a member of the state
legislature and belong to all the right clubs in town.
Larry's position is that the very best qualifications are those
that show an individual has excelled at his calling, whether
that is digging ditches, driving truck or working in a mill.
The "right" qualifications in his way of thinking should be
proof that one has met with success in his calling...has had
experience in meeting payrolls...even when it was "impossible";
and strong evidence of making what doesn't work, work.

THE BATTLE IS WITH THE BUREAUCRATS

Government has given us problems not solutions as exemplified
by the following randomly selected examples:
1.

The F-15 Fighter Program that was to cost $6 Billion
ended up costing $12 Billion

2.

Over 25% of government installations that discharge into
the waterways, are in violation of environmental protection
laws.

3.

Congressmen recently voted a $3.5 million increase in what
they may spend on their home district office spaces...a
true raid on taxpayers pockets.

4.

Recently over $300,000 was spent taking foreign military
officers on a tour of the U.S. that included Broadway
tickets, trips to Las Vegas and Disneyland!

5.

In the last fifteen years, federal employees have had
seventeen pay raises and earn on the average $5,000 a
year more than their civilian counterparts.

6.

Can you name any government agency that has declined in
(To Larry's best knowsize during the last six years?
ledge there is only one, NASA).

7.

The Social Security Administration told 300 agency employees
in Baltimore that the new regulation about withholdings
"finally removes any feeling that we can adequately explain
how you calculate benefits".!I 1

8.

Recently over $60,000 tax revenues were spent to find out
why people who live in Philadelphia talk differently than
the rest of the country!

9.

The food stamp swindle is a multi-million dollar rip-off
of the taxpayer that continues going on, according to
government studies.

10.

Rutgerd University released a study showing that government
red tape adds 25% to the cost of a house.

Considering that our government has given us the Post Office
mess, Amtrack and the Swine Flu Vaccine, Larry says it is time
to ask not what we can do for our country, but what government
The answer is as amusing as frightening.
has done to us.
Larry has battled the bureaucrats and will do it for you with
He hates bureaucrats and is not
the intensity of a tiger.
afraid to represent your rights to them.

HOW LARRY WILLIAMS WILL STOP INFLATION

NOW

It takes more than WIN buttons to stop inflation, according to
Larry Williams.
"
It is his studied opinion that inflation is the result of two
the first is excessive government spending and
factors:
The second is printing press money from
deficit financing.
_____
the Federal Reserve System. _____
Last year the rate of inflation was almost identical with the
rate of the increase of money supply by the Federal Reserve
In one reporting period last year money supply was
System!
It is this type of printing
increased at a 19% annualized rate.
press madness that has caused rampant inflation and the eventual
destruction of so many other great countries, as any basic
history book shows.
Secondly, due to excessive yes, crazy government expenditures
and failure to operate on a balanced budget the fires of inflation are fed and the flames reach higher.
As a U.S. Senator, Larry would have a total dedication to reducing
the government throw away programs, would do everything in his
power to stop the bureaucracy from killing us with their wild-eyed
The proof is seen
monetary ideas that have proven not to work.
everyday as prices are raised.
Fortunately, both problems; printing press money from the Fed and
deficit financing of an unbalanced budget can be conquered through
But, it does take electing men who are
the legislative process.
committed to solving the problem, not getting re-elected.

INDUSTRY AND THE ENVIRONMENT

As a backpacker, hunter and fisherman Larry has gotten to know
the environment on its terms, not through nature walks with
environmentalists.
"My first love in Montana is the environment and my first
policital thoughts are to the preservation of that environment"
said Larry.
But, he goes beyond wanting just a pristine environment, he also wants jobs from the environment.
He feels it is possible to have both a beautiful environment
and jobs based on a strict but economically sound program of
environmental reclamation.
Considering that currently enough wood for 400,000 homes rots
on the floors of our forests each year primarily due to
governmental regulations Larry will seek for more positive
government involvement, positive for both jobs and the land.
At present time most of our timber leaves the state for processing at other terminals.
He believes we should seek more
wood processors right here in Montana to solve our unemployment
problems, especially considering the many possible non-polluting
forms of industry that we could have.
Such as, cabinetry,
furniture, or packing crates, all based on creating the finished
product here.

HOW TO SOLVE "THE AGRICULTURE CRISIS"

Here
Commodities have been Larry's business for many years.
is how he feels we can solve the current slump in commodity
prices without the burdensome taxes and regulation that parity
will bring about.
1.

Farmers and ranchers should receive immediate financial
assistance to get them through the current price slump.

2.

Our Agriculture Department must realize the reason prices
are slow is due to the supply demand equation and nothing
The problem will not go away unless we increase
else.
demand through enlarging foreign markets and product uses
while at the same time providing farmers with better data
on crop size and crop usage so they can keep the supply
part of the equation down to profitable levels.

If we instigate full parity at this time, each citizen would
have to pay some $600 to $700 extra in taxes to fund the program,
Larry knows farmers are the last people in the world who want
to raise taxes and they don't want increased government regulaHis ideas on solving the crisis
tions or process controls.
will end the problem and get the agriculture industry profitable
and on the move in Montana again.

